Net Tutor Program

General Information  FAQs

Free 24/7 Online Tutoring Is Available To All WVC Students

Three Options
- Live Tutoring: Students connect with real live tutor on-demand. Sessions are one-on-one and private, and students receive tutor’s full attention.
- Question Drop Off: Students asynchronously submit a question and return later for tutor feedback. Question responses are available within one day.
- Paper/Essay Review: Students asynchronously submit a file and return later for tutor feedback. Tutors will ask questions and suggest areas for improvement. Paper reviews are available within 2 days.

Subjects
- Math
- Accounting, Economics, Finance
- General Humanities & Social Sciences (History, Anthropology, Communications, Sociology, Psychology, Philosophy, Criminal Justice)
- World Languages
- Allied Health
- Information Technology and Computer Science
- World Languages (Spanish, German, Italian, Portuguese)
- Sciences (Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy)
- (English tutoring access will be postponed to a future semester)

NetTutor is a service offered by the vendor Link Systems International, which has contracted with the state to provide low cost, high quality online tutoring to California Community College students. This service was negotiated by the Online Education Initiative, a joint initiative between the statewide Academic Senate and the state Chancellor’s Office. A majority of the funding for this year’s NetTutor service has been generously provided by the WVC Title III grant.

All tutors have a minimum of a bachelor’s degree and have robust training in providing quality tutoring to adult learners. Tutors do not provide answers to students on homework assignments but guide them to understand concepts using the Socratic method.

For any questions about this system, please contact Stephanie Kashima at stephanie.kashima@wvm.edu.
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